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Abstract 9 

Understanding complex collaboration processes is essential for the success of construction 10 

projects. However, there is still a lack of efficient methods for timely collection and analysis of 11 

collaborative networks. Therefore, an integrated framework consisting three parts, namely, system 12 

updating for data collection, data preprocessing, and social network analysis, is proposed for the 13 

twinning and mining collaborative network of a construction project. First, a system updating strategy 14 

for automatic data collection is introduced. Centrality measures are then utilized to identify key players, 15 

including hubs and brokers. Meanwhile, information sharing frequency (ISF) and association rule 16 

mining are introduced to discover collaborative patterns, that is, frequently collaborating users (FCUs) 17 

and associations between information flows and task levels. Finally, the proposed framework is 18 

validated and demonstrated in a large-scale project. The results show that key players, FCUs, and 19 

associations between information flows and task levels were successfully discovered, providing a deep 20 

understanding of collaboration and communication for decision-making processes. This research 21 

contributes to the body of knowledge by: 1) introducing ISF and Apriori-based association mining 22 

algorithm to identify FCUs and information flow patterns in collaboration; 2) establishing a new data-23 

driven framework to map and analyze fine-grained collaborative networks automatically. It is also 24 

shown that people tend to formal small groups to handle certain levels or types of tasks more efficiently. 25 

Other researchers and industrial practitioners may use this work as a foundation to further improve the 26 

efficiency of collaboration and communication. 27 

Keywords: social network analysis; digital twin; graph visualization; frequently collaborating users; 28 

association rules; process mining; information flow patterns 29 

                                                 
 



 

 

1. Introduction 30 

Construction projects are usually complex with intensive labor input, large investment, and 31 

extensive involvement of multiple disciplines[1]. One of the paramount challenges currently facing 32 

engineers, contractors, and owners is the need to deliver high-quality construction projects in a timely 33 

manner. Accurate and timely information of a construction project is needed to achieve well-34 

maintained and efficient project control that will ensure cost and time efficiency of the project[2]. 35 

Because 50% to 80% of construction problems arise from a lack of data or a delay in the receipt of 36 

information[3], it is essential to collect and analyze data dynamically and make decisions more 37 

efficiently. For example, traditional methods for on-site inspection still depend on paper-based files 38 

such as drawing and data collection forms, which are not efficient for information exchange and 39 

communication, usually leading to overlooked important issues and deferred on-site decisions[4]. 40 

Therefore, the success of a construction project calls for fluent and efficient information exchange and 41 

collaboration among different stakeholders, including owners, architects, engineers, and 42 

contractors[5,6]. Furthermore, timely data retrieval, analysis, and communication of the data in a well-43 

interpreted way are important for construction firms[7,8]. 44 

Recently, several efforts have been made to enhance data collection, sensing, and visualization 45 

for construction management and collaboration[2]. Various data acquisition technologies, such as 46 

Global Positioning System (GPS), Radio-frequency Identification (RFID), barcodes, laser scanners, 47 

video and audio technologies for automated data acquisition[9], as well as computer vision and 3D 48 

reconstruction[10], have been investigated by both researchers and industrial practitioners. Meanwhile, 49 

with the increasing availability of commercial mobile and wearable computers, inspection data 50 

collection and knowledge sharing based on mobile devices have also been reported[11,12]. 51 

However, there is a lack of research investigating how people collaborate and communicate with 52 

each other in a construction project. To the best of our knowledge, most of the relevant studies 53 

examined collaboration between stakeholders from an organization-to-organization perspective. For 54 

example, a social network method called structural equation modeling was used to analyze the impacts 55 

of collaborative relationships on the innovation performance of construction projects[13]. Another 56 

study examined how the macro structure of the project-based collaborative network for building 57 

information modeling (BIM) implementation in the regional construction industry and public-private 58 

sectors evolves over time[14,15]. Usually, a simple graph, that is, an undirected, unweighted graph 59 

without multiple edges between two nodes, is built and analyzed to identify potential collaborative 60 

patterns[15-18]. In this way, an analysis of the connection strength or communication frequency 61 

between two actors, which are usually modeled as multiple edges or weighted edges, is not possible. 62 



 

 

Although collaborative networks from a person-to-person perspective have recently been discussed[6], 63 

the information flow patterns and frequency of communication are still not considered[19,20]. 64 

Nevertheless, investigations have shown that they are important for analyzing and assessing 65 

communication and collaboration performance[21]. Thus, the lack of detailed data for creating a fine-66 

grained collaborative network is still an important issue hindering data-driven collaboration and 67 

communication. Moreover, it is found that most of the related works establish a collaborative network 68 

based on questionnaires or interviews[15,19], which are time-consuming and tedious, making it 69 

difficult to obtain timely understanding of collaborative relationships. However, recent attempts to 70 

automatically create social networks from log files[6] still suffer from uncertainty, because a number 71 

of assumptions are needed to identify nodes and their relationships. That is, an automatic approach to 72 

twinning fine-grained collaborative networks is still sought by both researchers and industrial 73 

practitioners. 74 

To this end, a novel framework is proposed for: 1) twinning a fine-grained collaborative network 75 

of a construction project, 2) detecting key players involved in collaboration, and 3) discovering 76 

frequently collaborating users and associations between information flows and task levels. In the 77 

proposed framework, a mobile-based application for construction management is extended to collect 78 

data related to information flow and collaboration. As a result, a digital twin of the collaborative 79 

network could be created. Finally, the social network analysis (SNA) method, including centrality 80 

measures, graph visualization, and association rule mining are conducted for knowledge discovery.  81 

In this research, the feasibility of the proposed methodology is first validated and examined. The 82 

main objectives of this research are to determine: 1) how to create a digital twin of the fine-grained 83 

collaborative network of a construction project, 2) who the key players involved in collaboration are, 84 

and 3) how they collaborate and communicate with each other in handling certain construction tasks. 85 

In this way, this research contributes to the body of knowledge an innovative framework for twinning 86 

and mining detailed collaborative networks of construction projects, and provides insights for project 87 

managers by identifying key players and uncovering hidden collaboration patterns from collaborative 88 

networks. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of 89 

relevant research and applications. Section 3 introduces the proposed framework and research 90 

methodologies, including statistical analysis and SNA. In Section 4, a demonstration of the proposed 91 

method as well as discovered key players, frequently collaborating users, and associations between 92 

information flows and task levels are presented. Section 5 discusses the findings and limitations of 93 

study. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6 with a summary of the contributions to the 94 

construction domain and a discussion of possible future improvements. 95 



 

 

2. Overview of Related Research 96 

Construction projects are usually complex and exhibit highly fragmented operation, with intensive 97 

labor input, large investment, and extensive involvement of multiple disciplines[1]. Several studies 98 

have shown that a construction project failure is closely associated with communication between 99 

stakeholders[6]. On one hand, 50% to 80% of construction problems arise from a lack of data or a 100 

delay in the receipt of information[3], whereas accurate and timely shared information of a 101 

construction project is needed to ensure its cost and time efficiency[2]. On the other hand, successful 102 

innovation usually requires effective cooperation and working relationships among different parties 103 

within a construction project[13]. Thus, there was a call for closer relationships between clients, 104 

designers and contractors, which requires new tools to create and maintain collaborative relationships 105 

between multiple stakeholders through effective information exchange and communication 106 

patterns[22]. 107 

2.1 Collaborative Relationships 108 

Collaboration is a process in which individuals or organizations work together and they typically 109 

establish collaborative relationships to share information and resources, thereby increasing mutual 110 

benefits compare to working alone[13]. Generally, individuals or organizations are modeled as nodes, 111 

and their connections or relationships are considered as edges or ties, thereby forming a social 112 

network[23]. Collaborative relationships reveal how actors (people, resources, etc.) interact with each 113 

other; they are widely used in analyzing the innovation of organizations[13], safety climate[24] and 114 

communication[19], gaps for project success[22], collaboration barriers[17] in the construction 115 

domain and in other areas such as research collaboration[25], collaborative learning[26], business[27] 116 

and software development[28] (Table 1). 117 

Researchers typically investigate collaborative relationships from two levels: the network level 118 

and node level. The former considers collaboration through the overall characteristics of a network. 119 

For example, a BIM-based collaborative environment for the design of green buildings was 120 

proposed[29], in which network-level metrics such as network density and diameter are calculated for 121 

socio-technical analytics. The latter pays more attention to key players in a network; for example, 122 

central actors were identified from a project-level social network for successful project delivery[6]. 123 

Another study examined how collaborative relationships impact the innovation performance of 124 

construction projects, and key members in the collaborative networks were identified[13]. Frequently, 125 

both network-level and node-level features are considered to investigate collaborative relationships. 126 

With a longitudinal data set of projects in China, the overall characteristics and individual performance 127 



 

 

of the collaborative network were analyzed and it was illustrated that the collaborative network became 128 

increasingly dense around certain key nodes[14]. From an organization-to-organization perspective, 129 

the formation of a construction firm’s collaborative network for performing international projects was 130 

investigated, and it was concluded that large companies and small and medium-sized companies have 131 

different tendencies when pursuing collaborative ventures for overseas construction projects[17]. 132 

Meanwhile, an examination of project-level networks showed low levels of network density in general 133 

and high centrality for certain actors, reflecting their dominant role in construction projects[22].  134 

2.2 Social Network Analysis Method 135 

Because most of the related works view the problem from a network perspective, the SNA method 136 

is usually adopted to investigate features of collaborative networks[22]. SNA enables systematic 137 

specification of the relationships between actors within a group, and the results can be represented 138 

mathematically and graphically[18]. 139 

To examine the overall characteristics, network-level metrics such as network size, density, 140 

diameter, and average node degree are usually adopted[15]. Among them, network density is the most 141 

commonly used (Table 1), which describes the portion of potential connections in a network that are 142 

actual connections[20]. In this manner, network density is usually adopted to quantify how tightly 143 

different actors are connected. 144 

At the same time, several centrality measures (Table 1) including degree of node or degree 145 

centrality (DC), betweenness centrality (BC), closeness centrality (CC) and eigenvector centrality (EC) 146 

are introduced to quantify the importance or influence of a particular node in SNA[15]. Thus, centrality 147 

measures provide a way to identify key players at a micro-level. The first and simplest centrality 148 

introduced is DC, which is the total number of edges directed to a node and edges directed from the 149 

node to others. In a collaborative network, DC indicates the popularity of a node. Apart from DC, CC 150 

and BC are two commonly utilized centrality measures. The CC of a node is the average length of the 151 

shortest paths between the node and all other nodes in the graph, which quantifies how close the node 152 

is to others[30]. BC is the number of shortest paths that pass through the node, and quantifies the 153 

number of times the node acts as a bridge along the shortest path between two other nodes[31]. Thus, 154 

DC and CC may be used to identify potential hubs or actors[13] in a social network, and BC helps to 155 

detect brokers in a collaborative network[6]. The calculation methods of degree centrality 𝐷(𝑥) , 156 

closeness centrality 𝐶(𝑥), and betweenness centrality 𝐵(𝑥) are, respectively, represented as follows: 157 

𝐷(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐸𝑘|𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒(𝐸𝑘) = 𝑥) + 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐸𝑘|𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒(𝐸𝑘) = 𝑥) (1)  



 

 

𝐶(𝑥) = 1 ∑ 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑥)
𝑦

⁄  (2)  

𝐵(𝑥) =∑ 𝜎𝑦𝑧(𝑥) 𝜎𝑦𝑧⁄
𝑦≠𝑥≠𝑧

 (3)  

where 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 are different nodes, 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑥) is the distance between nodes 𝑥 and 𝑦, 𝜎𝑦𝑧 is the 158 

total number of shortest paths from node 𝑦 to node 𝑧, and 𝜎𝑦𝑧(𝑥) is the number of those paths that 159 

pass through node 𝑥. 160 

Moreover, community detection is also adopted to discover small subgroups in a large and dense 161 

network[6]. Thus, it is possible to capture the spontaneous formal and informal interaction between 162 

project actors at different project levels[22] and develop collaboration strategies to achieve better 163 

outcomes while considering the relevant network patterns[17]. Consequently, by analyzing both 164 

stakeholders and their interests from a network perspective, SNA can improve the accuracy, 165 

completeness and effectiveness of stakeholder management in construction[32]. 166 

Although the above-mentioned methods are popular for investigating collaborative patterns, they 167 

mainly focus on the overall features or key players of a network and neglect the differences between 168 

the connections of different nodes. This is because the adopted metrics take all connections with the 169 

same weight. In other words, evaluating how tightly all individuals are connected and how important 170 

an actor is in a collaborative network is possible, whereas it is still impossible to tell whether one 171 

connection is more important than another or is there any association between them. 172 

2.3 Data Collection and Characteristics of Network 173 

In contrast to building social networks based on academic databases for research 174 

collaboration[25], surveys and interviews are two commonly used methods[15,19] to create 175 

collaborative networks in the construction domain, which are time-consuming, tedious and error-prone. 176 

Another method introduced recently is to create social networks based on log files generated by 177 

software, for example, for collaborative learning[26] and design[6]. When adopting this method, 178 

several assumptions are needed to identify nodes and their connections, which may introduce 179 

uncertainty for network creation. Most importantly, details of the collaborative network are always 180 

missed with these methods and timely analysis of the network is somewhat challenging. This is why 181 

the networks created in previous works are typically simple, unweighted and undirected graphs, with 182 

the number of nodes and ties or edges between 10 and 1, 000 (Table 1). For example, most of the 183 

related works[15-18] only built an organization-to-organization social network without considering 184 

the weight of edges, which represents the connection strength between different firms, or how closely 185 

two companies collaborate with each other. Although person-to-person collaboration or 186 



 

 

communication networks are presented in certain studies[19,20], the direction and frequency of 187 

information flow between two individuals, that is, direction and weight of network edges, are still not 188 

considered, which are important for analyzing and assessing the performance of communication and 189 

collaboration[21]. 190 

Owing to a lack of detailed data, it is still impossible to analyze more detailed collaborative 191 

patterns such frequently collaborating users (or strong connections between nodes) and information 192 

flow patterns. Moreover, the lack of automatic methods to create collaborative networks in a timely 193 

manner also hinders efficient decision-making process. Therefore, a method that automatically collects 194 

collaboration data and builds collaborative networks dynamically would be interesting to both 195 

researchers and practitioners to deepen their understanding of collaboration. 196 
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Table 1 Summary of Related Literatures 197 

Area Contribution Data Collection Metrics Used* Graph Type** No. of Nodes No. of Ties 

Academe 
Research collaboration and 
productivity[25] 

Academic Database 
Network: Density 
Centrality: B, C, D, E 
No. of Links 

Simple 708 847 

Business Analyzing collaborative patterns[27] Survey Network: Size, Density 
Centrality: B, C, D 

Simple 24 N/A 

Learning Analyzing communication patterns and 
interaction[33] 

Interview Centrality: B, C, D, E Simple 19 60 

Software Collaboration patterns and impact on 
awareness[28] 

Interview 
Survey 

Communication Frequency Simple 101 140 

Construction 
Comparing knowledge integration in 
competitive and collaborative working[20] 

Interview 
Network: Density 
Centrality: D 

Simple 9 26 

Construction Analyzing project coalition[18] N/A Centrality Simple Directed 20 43 

Construction Network gaps and project success[22] N/A  
Network: Density 
Centrality: D 

Simple Directed N/A N/A 

Construction Analyzing collaborative venture[17] Government Data 
Network Density 
Centrality: B, C, D 
No. of Triad 

Simple 133 389 

Construction Collaborative design[29] N/A 
Network: Density, Diameter 
Network Size 

N/A N/A N/A  

Construction Collaborative innovation[13] Interview 
Network: Density 
Centrality: B, C, D 

Simple 16 135 

Construction 
Longitudinal analysis of macro-level 
collaboration[15] 

Interview 
Network: Density, Distance 
Average Node Degree 
Clustering Coefficient 

Simple 212 747 

Construction Safety communication[19] Survey 
Network: Density 
Centrality: D 

Simple Weighted 183 N/A 

Construction Collaborative design[6] Log Files 
Network: Density 
Centrality: B, C, D 

Simple 23 218 

Construction 
Collaborative patterns and power 
imbalance[16] 

Interview 
Network: Density 
Centrality: B, C, D 

Simple 41 163 

Construction 
Communication assessment of change 
management process[21] 

Unknown 

Network: Density, Diameter 
Average Node Degree 
Average Strength 
Centrality: B, C, D 

Weighted 
Directed 

412 3402 

Learning 
Interaction pattern in networked 
learning[26] 

Log Files 
Network: Density 
Centrality: Out-D 

Simple 8 61 

Construction 
(Current) 

Network twinning and mining of 
collaborative patterns 

Automatic 
Network: Density, Diameter 
Centrality: B, C, D 
Information Sharing Frequency 

Directed with 
Multiple Edges 

226 17068 



 

 

Association Rules 

* Centrality: B-Betweenness, C-Closeness, D-Degree, E-Eigenvector  ** Simple denotes a unweighted, undirected graph without multiple edges between two nodes 198 
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3. Methodology 199 

Construction projects consist of various tasks, which involve many stakeholders and information 200 

transfers. A digital twin of a fine-grained collaborative work could help managers and decision-makers 201 

to identify: 1) the key players involved in the collaboration, 2) any frequently collaborating users, and 202 

3) any associations between information flows and types or severity levels of tasks.  203 

To twin a collaborative network of a construction project automatically and discover hidden 204 

knowledge for better decision-making, this research proposes an integrated approach to dynamically 205 

collect and quantitatively analyze collaboration data of construction projects. As illustrated in Figure 206 

1, a research framework consisting of three procedures is adopted: 1) automatic data collection by 207 

updating existing systems with specific components, which could collect detailed data related to 208 

collaboration and store them in a database automatically; 2) data preprocessing to clean collected raw 209 

data and build collaborative networks; 3) identification of key players (hubs and brokers) and 210 

frequently collaborating users, and discovering association rules between information flows and task 211 

levels, thus providing deep insights on how people collaborate in a construction project and improve 212 

the decision-making process. To implement the proposed framework, WeChat-based Mobile App for 213 

data collection, PostgreSQL for data persistence, python-based scripts, and tools such as NetworkX, 214 

Gephi are adopted. Finally, the proposed method is applied and tested in a realistic construction project 215 

to validate and improve the proposed approach in this research. Each of these procedures is discussed 216 

below. 217 
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Figure 1 Flowchart of the Proposed Methodology 219 

3.1 Automatic Data Collection for Collaborative Network Twinning 220 

Nowadays, there are already many information systems utilized in construction projects for 221 

various tasks, such as safety management systems for bridge construction[1] and information-sharing 222 

platform for multiple stakeholders[5]. However, most of them focus on tracking, evaluating the status 223 

of constructed facilities and improving data interoperability among different systems, and they lack 224 

specific components to collect collaborative data of the users of these information systems. Therefore, 225 

updating an existing system is recommended to enable the twinning capacity of collaborative networks. 226 

To achieve automatic data collection, information requirements should initially be determined. 227 

That is, what types of data are needed, what are the granularities of the data, and how frequently are 228 

they collected? Then, according to the extracted information requirements, the development of new 229 

components or extension of existing systems, which is called the system updating strategy in this 230 

research, is recommended to automatically collect the required data. Meanwhile, collecting these data 231 

in the background such as using a software-based logging module is suggested. In this way, it is 232 

possible to collect timely communication and collaboration data without any interrupting to the normal 233 

workflow. Finally, the updated system can be deployed and utilized for daily communication and 234 

collaboration, as usual, and the data will be collected and stored in a database automatically. 235 

In this research, a mobile app called MobileCM for on-site inspection and construction 236 

management[34] was used as a starting point. Because a fine-grained collaborative network is needed 237 

in this research, the team decided to collect the time, creator, sender, and receiver of each on-site 238 

inspection issue. Thus, along with the developed functions for on-site safety and quality inspection, a 239 

small component is injected into MobileCM to collect data related to collaboration. Specifically, for 240 

each inspected on-site issue, an issue record is created as normal, and the creator and time when the 241 

issue record is created and shared with others is recorded. Meanwhile, the sender and receiver of an 242 

issue record are also captured when an engineer or construction manager shares it with others. With 243 

the upgraded MobileCM, engineers and other users simply use it as usual and collaboration-related 244 

data can be collected timely and automatically. All the collected data are stored in a relational database 245 

called PostgreSQL[34]. Figure 2 provides an example of how issue records, data transfers (or issue 246 

forwards) are stored in PostgreSQL. In the same way, it is easy to upgrade existing systems and collect 247 

collaboration data for other tasks involved in construction projects. 248 
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Figure 2 Collected Data Related to Collaboration 250 

To date, the upgraded MobileCM application has been deployed and used in more than 30 projects 251 

in China since December, 2018, and the current study selects data of 1 typical project with 252 

approximately 7800 issue records from them for research purpose. 253 

3.2 Data Preprocessing 254 

As mentioned above and in our previous work[34], the collected data are stored in a relational 255 

database called PostgreSQL, and issue records, forward records, and user information are all stored in 256 

different data tables. Moreover, the quality of collected data greatly impacts the data mining process 257 

conducted later. Therefore, a four-step data preprocessing process is adopted: 258 

1) Data cleaning: issue records whose descriptions are empty or too short (less than 5 words in 259 

this research), and those without creation time are omitted. Forward records without a sender or 260 

receiver are also skipped. This is achieved by specifying certain constraints when querying the 261 

database. For example, the following structured query language (SQL) query skips all issue records 262 

with short or empty descriptions: 263 

SELECT * FROM issue_record WHERE Description IS NOT NULL AND LENGTH(Description)>5 264 

2) Data association: users involved in the project have different roles and belong to different 265 

organizations; because these data are kept in different tables, a data association process is needed to 266 

connect or join different tables. Similarly, issue records and issue forward records should be associated 267 

too. In this research, part of the data association is implemented based on JOIN clause of an SQL query, 268 

and the other part is performed using Python scripts. 269 

3) Data enrichment: raw data extracted from the database lacks semantic information for analytics 270 

purposes. In this research, the meanings of TypeID, LevelID, RoleID, etc. are added according to 271 

discussions with software developers and product managers. 272 

4) Network creation: to handle a certain inspected on-site issue (or a construction task), submitted 273 

issue records are usually forwarded from one user to another; that is, a small network could be formed 274 

by combining the issue record and corresponding issue forward records as well as data of involved 275 

Table of Issue Records

Table of Issue Forwards

Sender ID

Time of Creation Receiver ID

Foreign Key

Time of Creation Creator ID



 

 

users. For example, the upper-left corner of Figure 3 shows that an engineer U1 inspected an on-site 276 

issue and submitted an issue record to his/her manager U2; then, the issue is assigned to U3 for further 277 

resolution and feedback is returned to U2. Finally, the results are submitted to U4 for a final check. In 278 

this way, the handling process for each on-site issue or task is represented as a small network, and 279 

combining all the small networks creates a large collaborative network of the construction project. The 280 

right part of Figure 1illustrates how the network is created. First, we iterate all the issue records and 281 

filter related issue forward records for each issue record, then find or create network nodes based on 282 

the source user ID and target ID of each issue forward record, and finally create an edge between the 283 

two nodes with the ID and creation time of the issue forward record. It should be noted that the type, 284 

severity level, and other fields of an issue record are also attached to network edges as properties. 285 

Similarly, the roles and organizations of users are also attached to network nodes. Consequently, a 286 

multiple-directional graph or collaborative network is established. 287 

 288 

Figure 3 Examples and Pseudocode for Network Creation 289 

In this step, NetworkX, a widely used Python package for network creation and analysis, as well 290 

as other Python-based packages are used. With a Python-based database driver, SQL queries used for 291 

data cleaning and association are executed and the cleaned data is retrieved from the PostgreSQL 292 

database. Then, data enrichment is conducted by iterating each retrieved data record and attaching 293 

required semantic information as mentioned in step 3). Finally, the collaborative network is created 294 

through a NetworkX-based implementation of the pseudocode shown in Figure 3. The generated 295 

network is a multiple-directed graph, that is, graph with multiple directed edges between different 296 

nodes. Moreover, the generated network is also exported as a gml file based on NetworkX, and could 297 

be further used for network visualization. 298 
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Pseudocode for Network Creation

--------------------------------------------

For each issue record ISSi in set ISS_SET:

  FWD_SET=FilterIssueForwards(ISSi)

  For each issue forward FWDk in set FWD_SET:

    //find or create node

    Ns=FindNode(FWDk.FromUserID)

    If Ns is None: Ns=CreateNode(FWDk.FromUserID)

    Nd=FindNode(FWDk.ToUserID)

    If Nd is None: Nd=CreateNode(FWDk.ToUserID)

    

    //create edges

    E=CreateEdge(Ns,Nd,FWDk.ID,FWDk.CreateTime)

    AddEdgeProperties(E,ISSi,FWDk)



 

 

3.3 Social Network Analysis 299 

Because people usually assume different roles in a collaborative network, the identification of 300 

different roles provides managers with a thorough comprehension of the social system of construction 301 

projects[6]. Moreover, there are many issue records generated and forwarded from one stakeholder to 302 

another every day. Detection of collaborative patterns (e.g., frequently collaborating users) helps 303 

decision-makers understand how people collaborate and optimize the social system of construction 304 

projects. The following sections explain the measures and methods used for hub/broker detection and 305 

identification of collaborative patterns, more specifically, frequently collaborating users and 306 

associations between information flows and task levels. 307 

(1) Hub and Broker Detection 308 

In this research, centrality measures including BC, CC, and DC are used to identify users who act 309 

as a hub or a broker in sharing information or resolving on-site issues. With identified key players, 310 

managers could improve the efficiency of the collaboration and decision-making process. 311 

DC and CC are usually utilized to find hubs in a network, because they quantify how frequently 312 

a user is connected with others and how easily a user can share information with others respectively. 313 

Thus, a higher DC of a user means he/she receives or sends more information from or to others, which 314 

implies that he/she is in a position for on-site inspection or issue resolution. Similarly, a higher CC 315 

implies that a user has a greater ability of data dissemination and reception, and he/she is likely a 316 

manager or coordinator in the collaborative network. 317 

Another important role is that of the broker, who works as a bridge to connect different engineers 318 

or workers. To detect brokers in a collaborative network, BC is adopted. As mentioned before, BC 319 

counts the number of shortest paths passing through a node, and quantifies the efficiency of a node in 320 

information sharing. The difference between CC and BC is that users with higher CC have more 321 

shortest paths to others, that is, they can spread information to others more easily, whereas individuals 322 

with higher BC have a greater ability to transfer information from one to another, which means that 323 

their absence would decrease communication efficiency dramatically. 324 

In this research, a graph mining and visualization tool called Gephi[35] is utilized, owing to its 325 

built-in support for the calculation of various centrality measures, including BC, CC, DC, and even 326 

EC. The gml file generated in the previous step can be imported into Gephi directly, and the required 327 

centrality measures of a collaborative network can be obtained. Moreover, Gephi also provides an 328 

intuitive view of the collaborative network with various visualization features. 329 

(2) Frequently Collaborating Users 330 

Because information is transferred between different users, it is quite common for the number of 331 

data transfers between a certain pair of users to be much higher than those between the others. In this 332 



 

 

research, information sharing frequency (ISF) is introduced to identify frequently collaborating 333 

partners in a quantitative way. The calculation of ISF is as follows: 334 

𝑖𝑠𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦)) ≥ 𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 (4)  

That is, the ISF between nodes 𝑥 and 𝑦 can be calculated by counting the number of edges 335 

directly connecting the two nodes. Furthermore, given that on-site issues or other construction tasks 336 

are categorized into different groups based on levels or other labels, a fine-grained measure called 337 

labeled information sharing frequency (LISF) can be defined as: 338 

𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑓(𝑙𝑖, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑙𝑖) ≥ 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 (5)  

That is, LISF is calculated by iterating all edges connecting nodes 𝑥 and 𝑦 and counting the 339 

edge with the label equals to 𝑙𝑖. 340 

Then, it is easy to find node pairs with the highest ISF or LISF, which indicates that the identified 341 

user pairs are the most active and important in handling construction tasks or a certain group of thereof. 342 

It is also possible to identify node pairs with minimum thresholds 𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 or 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛. Paying more 343 

attention to them could help improve the overall work efficiency for construction management. 344 

As mentioned earlier, the generated collaborative network is a multiple-directed graph and there 345 

are multiple directed edges between users. With a defined ISF, a simple graph is generated by merging 346 

multiple edges between nodes and assigning the ISF as the weight of edges. Then, frequently 347 

collaborating users could be identified by filtering edges with minimum weights greater than or equal 348 

to 𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 . Similarly, if we only merge edges with the same label, and filter edges by 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 349 

frequently collaborating users related to different task levels could be identified. Because Gephi 350 

provides rich features for network editing such as edge merging and filtering, it is also used for the 351 

identification of frequently collaborating users. 352 

(3) Associations Rules of Information Flow 353 

To further understand how information flows between users in the collaborative network are 354 

associated, or if an issue record or task is transferred from user 𝑥 to 𝑦, how likely will it be sent from 355 

user 𝑦  to 𝑧 , a frequent itemset mining method is used to find information flow patterns among 356 

involved users, namely, association rules between different edges. 357 

Generally, suppose 𝐸𝑇 = {𝑇1, 𝑇2, … , 𝑇𝑛}  is a set of transactions, and each transaction 𝑇𝑖 =358 

{𝐸1, 𝐸2, … , 𝐸𝑘} is a set of items, then, subsets of a transaction are usually called itemsets. If 𝐸𝐴 and 359 

𝐸𝐵 are two itemsets, and 𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵 represents the association between them, the following metrics 360 

are defined[36,37]: 361 

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵) =
|𝐸𝐴 ∪ 𝐸𝐵|

|𝐸𝑇|
× 100% ≥ 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 (6)  



 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵) =
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵)

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐸𝐴)
× 100% ≥ 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7)  

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵) =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵)

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡(𝐸𝐵)
≥ 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 (8)  

where |𝐸𝐴 ∪ 𝐸𝐵| is the frequency of itemset 𝐸𝐴 ∪ 𝐸𝐵, or how many transactions has a subset 362 

𝐸𝐴 ∪ 𝐸𝐵, and |𝐸𝑇| is the total number of transactions. In this way, support quantifies the popularity 363 

of an itemset among all transactions, confidence is the likelihood that 𝐸𝐵 occurs if 𝐸𝐴 occurs[38], 364 

and lift reflects the increase ratio of occurrences of 𝐸𝐵 when 𝐸𝐴 occurs. A lift of 1 means there is 365 

no association between 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵, and lift greater than 1 means they will occur together more likely. 366 

By choosing proper values of 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 , minimal thresholds of the defined metrics 367 

respectively, potential associations between different itemsets could be identified. 368 

Specifically, information flows in handling a certain issue record or task could be taken as a 369 

transaction 𝑇𝑖, and every data forward from user 𝑥 to 𝑦 (or edge 𝐸𝑥𝑦) is an item of 𝑇𝑖. Thus, if 370 

antecedent 𝐸𝐴 is {𝐸𝑥𝑦} and consequent 𝐸𝐵 is {𝐸𝑦𝑧}, the association between 𝐸𝑥𝑦 and 𝐸𝑦𝑧, 𝐸𝑥𝑦371 

⇒ 𝐸𝑦𝑧, is the same as 𝐸𝐴 ⇒ 𝐸𝐵, which could be evaluated based on Equation (6)-(8). Then, how 372 

likely the information would flow from user 𝑦 to 𝑧 provided that it has flowed from user 𝑥 to 𝑦 373 

could be quantified by confidence, and its popularity and increase ratio are also quantitatively 374 

described by support and lift. Moreover, considering that both 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵 are itemsets, or set of 375 

edges, association rules between multiple information flows could also be identified. 376 

Meanwhile, tasks with different types or levels are usually handled in different ways, and thus it 377 

is interesting to further explore how they will impact information flow and collaboration patterns. 378 

Therefore, the label (e.g., level or type of an issue record) of edges is considered to discover association 379 

rules between categories of issues (or construction tasks in general) and information flows. The 380 

difference is only edges with the same label are considered when calculating support, confidence or 381 

lift. Thus, associations between information-sharing paths and task levels or types can be identified. 382 

Based on these equations, the Apriori algorithm is adopted to find association rules between 383 

different edges. By iterating the created collaborative network, all edges between different nodes as 384 

well as the corresponding properties of related issue records are converted into a list of itemsets through 385 

Python scripts. Then, the Python-based Apriori module is adopted to find association rules between 386 

different edges considering specified minimum values of the above-defined metrics. 387 



 

 

4. Case Study 388 

To validate the usefulness of the proposed approach for the twinning and mining of construction 389 

project collaborative networks, a realistic project in China was selected. Previously developed 390 

MobileCM was upgraded to include the components mentioned in Section 3.1 for collecting data on 391 

collaboration during the on-site inspection and resolving process[34]. With the developed MobileCM, 392 

on-site issues related to safety and quality are collected, and divided into three different severity levels: 393 

low, medium, and high. Meanwhile, different statuses (e.g., submitted, assigned, pending, approved) 394 

of submitted issues are also recorded in the database. As for the users, a number of roles including 395 

owner, safety engineer, safety manager, and project manager, are defined and assigned to each user 396 

record. 397 

As shown in Table 2, a new version of MobileCM was deployed and data from March 20, 2019 398 

to October 28, 2019 were collected. During this period, 7821 issue records and 23517 issue forward 399 

records were generated and collected in total. Meanwhile, 709 users were registered in the system. 400 

Following the data preprocessing process mentioned in Section 3.2, 7250 issue records, 17068 issue 401 

forwards and 226 user records were retained for data mining purposes. Figure 4 shows the number of 402 

data records generated monthly. Except for March, which is the beginning of data collection, 403 

approximately 800-1200 on-site issues, and 2700-4000 issue forwards were collected every month. 404 

Usually, for each issue record, approximately 3~3.7 issue forward records were generated and collected 405 

on average. 406 

Table 2 Statistics of Utilized Data 407 

Data Type Count Count After Cleaning Period of Time 

Issue Records 7821 7250 2019/03/20-2019/10/28 

Issue Forwards 23517 17068 2019/03/20-2019/10/28 

Users 709 226 / 

 408 



 

 

 409 

Figure 4 Number of Issues, and Forwards Generated Every Month 410 

Figure 5 shows the generated collaborative network with node colors indicating different user 411 

roles and edge colors presenting types of issue records. In total, nine user roles (engineers from the 412 

owner’s company, project supervisors from the supervision company, and other roles from the general 413 

contractor) are involved in the collaboration. It is found that most of the inspected issues are related to 414 

safety and the number of issues handled by different users is significantly different. 415 

 416 

Figure 5 Generated Collaborative Network 417 
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As mentioned earlier, 226 users are involved and 17068 issue forwards are created at the same 418 

time; thus, a social network with 226 nodes and 17068 edges is obtained. Table 3 shows some basic 419 

indicators suggested by previous works[6] to quantify the overall characteristics of the generated 420 

collaborative network. For example, the average degree of the network is 75.5, indicating that each 421 

involved user in the network is connected to 75-76 other participants on average. Density reflects 422 

connectivity of a network, such that the highest value of 1.0 means that all users are connected to each 423 

other, and the lowest value of 0.0 means no connection exists among the participants. For the current 424 

project, the density of the network is 0.336. That is, 33.6% of all possible links are present, representing 425 

a medium level of network cohesion. The diameter of the network quantifies the greatest distance 426 

between two nodes in a network, in this case, it is 8. Modularity measures the strength of the division 427 

of a network into groups or communities. A network with high modularity usually has dense links 428 

between nodes within communities but sparse connections between nodes in different groups. As the 429 

range of modularity is between -0.5 and 1.0, a value of 0.489 implies that the network could be divided 430 

into a few communities. 431 

Table 3 Basic Features of Generated Collaborative Network Measures 432 

Attribute Value Attribute Value 

Number of Nodes 226 Density of Network 0.336 

Number of Edges 17068 Diameter of Network 8 

Average Degree 75.5 Modularity of Network 0.489 

4.1 Detection of Key Players 433 

Given that different participants are highly related to each other with a high average degree, it is 434 

important to identify key players in the network. Therefore, centrality measures defined in Equations 435 

(1), (2), and (3) are typically used. Generally, DC helps in finding hub users with the highest 436 

connections to and from them, that is, worker who handles most of the information flow. CC identifies 437 

participants with the lowest average distance to others, and is used to find hub users that are able to 438 

spread information very efficiently in the network. On the contrary, BC pays more attention to users 439 

who function as connectors or brokers between other users, and quantifies the influence of a node over 440 

the information flow. In Table 4, the top 16 nodes in the network based on DC, CC, and BC are 441 

provided. 442 

Table 4 Top-16 Nodes based on Different Centrality Measures 443 

Rank 
Degree Centrality Closeness Centrality Betweenness Centrality 

ID Role Degree (In+Out) ID Role Closeness ID Role Betweenness 

1 255 O 2371 = 1176 +1195 12 C 0.5082 255 O 6962.5 



 

 

2 62 S 1471 = 745 +726 62 S 0.4331 12 C 5426.7 

3 210 O 1276 = 637 +639 67 S 0.4314 62 S 3052.1 

4 75 S 1174 = 585 +589 275 S 0.4272 149 S 2399.9 

5 278 S 1067 = 539 +528 262 S 0.4197 261 M 2196.2 

6 204 O 1040 = 519 +521 66 S 0.4181 177 P 1961.4 

7 231 S 1007 = 506 +501 255 O 0.4165 210 O 1890.5 

8 258 O 954 = 477 +477 202 M 0.4165 65 S 1552.3 

9 312 S 939 = 471 +468 289 S 0.4133 289 S 1484.8 

10 262 S 913 = 464 +469 261 M 0.4125 75 S 1457.7 

11 199 O 898 = 343 +555 286 S 0.4087 198 O 1426.2 

12 259 O 827 = 417 +410 208 S 0.4018 51 O 1421.5 

13 67 S 825 = 415 +410 65 S 0.3974 282 S 1407.0 

14 264 S 825 = 409 +416 129 S 0.3960 275 S 1385.1 

15 65 S 719 = 370 +349 214 O 0.3889 315 P 1338.1 

16 211 O 718 = 349 +369 97 S 0.3882 285 S 1286.2 

*O-Owner, S-Safety Engineer, C-BIM Coordinator, M-Project Manager, P-Project Supervisor 444 

 445 

(1) Analysis of Detected Hubs 446 

According to DC (first four columns of Table 4), user #255 is the top one as she or he sends and 447 

receives the most data records, which is 2371 in total. Furthermore, except for user #199, the number 448 

of data sent and received by the top 16 participants is essentially the same. This is consistent with the 449 

workflow verified by the owner, general contractor, and supervision company, as the owner requires 450 

that all issue records and their handling results should go back to the user who submitted them for a 451 

double check. Because the dominant type of on-site issue is safety (edges colored in purple in Figure 452 

5 and Figure 6), it is reasonable that the roles of the top 16 hub users based on DC are either owners 453 

or safety engineers, which are also illustrated in the left part of Figure 6 as green and purple nodes. 454 

When considering CC (columns 5 to 7 of Table 4), user #12 is selected as the top hub, which is 455 

consistent with the role of user #12 as the BIM coordinator, and with their main responsibility being 456 

to coordinate the work of others. Similarly, project managers #202 and #261 are also selected as hubs, 457 

because their role is to organize all the construction tasks and keep them moving forward fluently. 458 

Although user #255 has the highest DC, his or her CC is not that high, indicating that the ability to 459 

spread information of user #255 is lower than that of certain other users such as #12, #62, and #67. It 460 

is also concluded that user #62 ranks second among all the users for both DC and CC. In other words, 461 

user #62 has a great ability to receive information and spread it to others. This is also confirmed by the 462 

leaders of this project, as user #62 is usually selected as the first engineer to receive observed on-site 463 

issues by the owners (a strong connection between users #62 and #255 is also discovered in Section 464 

4.2). Following user #62, there are also a few safety engineers (users #67, #275, #262, #66, etc.) 465 

working as hubs to handle and spread submitted on-site issues. Finally, the results also show that the 466 

difference in closeness among the top 16 users is not so large, which means that it is easier to find 467 

another user to handle the submitted issues if the current user could not process them in time. 468 



 

 

 469 

Figure 6 Detected Hubs based on Degree (Left) and Closeness (Right) Centralities 470 

In addition, users #255, #62, #262, #67, and #65 are identified as hubs by both DC and CC, which 471 

highlights their importance in handling and spreading information. Moreover, Figure 6 also shows that 472 

the top 16 hubs by either DC or CC are all in the central part of the network, as they usually have more 473 

connections with others. 474 

(2) Analysis of Detected Brokers 475 

The last three columns of Table 4 list the top 16 users based on BC. It is found that users #255, 476 

#12, and #62 are the top three brokers. Their roles are owners, BIM coordinators, and safety engineers, 477 

respectively, and they could build connections between different groups. Compared with DC and CC, 478 

an additional user role, project supervisor, is also included in the top 16 user list by BC. In their 479 

positions as project supervisors, users #177 and #315 also play an important role in linking the 480 

supervision company with other groups. 481 

As mentioned above, the modularity of the network represents the possibility of dividing the 482 

network into different groups and communities. Therefore, modularity-based community detection 483 

was conducted using Gephi, and seven communities were identified. The left part of Figure 7 shows 484 

the seven communities detected with their silhouettes highlighted, and the nodes of the network are 485 

colored to represent different communities. Meanwhile, the top 16 users selected by betweenness are 486 

also marked with their IDs in Figure 7. The results showed that 15 of 16 participants were in the central 487 

part of the network with the exception of user #315. Among the top 16 lists, users #255, #161, #275, 488 

#62, #65, and #289 all belong to community #3, which has the highest number of the top 16 users 489 

among the seven communities. There are five users (#12, #51, #177, #282, #149) from community #2. 490 

It can be seen from the right part of Figure 7 that all these users have a strong connection with nodes 491 
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of the same group and other groups. For example, there are many edges between user #12 and users 492 

of community #3, and quite a few links also exist between nodes of community #2 and user #12. In 493 

this case, removing user #12 from the network would significantly affect the efficiency of information 494 

sharing between communities #2 and #3. Following the same logic, users #285, and #198 also play an 495 

important role in bridging other participants and communities #5 and #6, respectively. Thus, more 496 

efforts should be made to detect brokers, as mistakes or problems originating from them significantly 497 

impact the overall efficiency of collaboration. 498 

Finally, considering the three different centrality measures together, it is found that users #255, 499 

#62, and #65 are the three most important hubs and brokers in the network, as they appear in all the 500 

three top 16 user lists. As a result, managers should pay more attention to them, and determine a better 501 

way to further explore the efficiency of collaboration and information sharing. 502 

 503 

 504 

Figure 7 Detected Brokers and Communities 505 

4.2 Identification of Frequently Collaborating Users 506 

After important players such as hubs and brokers are detected and analyzed, this section further 507 

explores the connections between users by identifying frequently collaborating users based on ISF and 508 

LISF. If we take 𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 100, which means we only consider node pairs between which at least 100 509 

data records are shared, Figure 8 is obtained. Similarly, following the method proposed in Section 3.3, 510 

a multiple graph as shown in Figure 9, is created by setting the value of 𝐿𝐼𝑆𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 60. 511 

The left part of Figure 8 shows the generated network, and where a wider edge represents a larger 512 

ISF. According to Figure 8, the weights of the edges between node pairs (#210, #75), (#210, #264), 513 

(#231, #204), (#231, #199), (#255, #62), and (#255, #291) are quite high, implying that information is 514 

shared between them frequently and strong connections are established between these user pairs. In 515 

addition, the roles of frequently collaborating user pairs are owners and safety engineers. Furthermore, 516 
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it seems that frequently collaborating users may be divided into three groups. User #255 is the center 517 

of group 1, and several users have strong relationships with user #255. The key players of group 2 are 518 

users #210, #75, and #264, the latter two of which are both strongly connected to user #210, and some 519 

other users are also linked to them. Group 3 also had three key players, they are users #231, #199, and 520 

#204. 521 

According to the right part of Figure 9, frequently collaborating users can be divided into four 522 

groups: G1, G2, G3, G4. G1 is composed of user #513 and #310, between whom high-level issue 523 

records are usually transferred. G2 has the highest number of users, and the dominant level of on-site 524 

issues in this group is high. In G2, users #255 and #62 have the strongest connection in handing high-525 

level issues. As for G3, all levels of on-site issues are involved; among them, low-level issues are 526 

usually handled by users #210, #75, and #264. Finally, G4 contains only four users and mainly deals 527 

with medium-level issues. 528 

 529 

Figure 8 Frequently Collaborating Users Found with a Minimal ISF of 100 530 
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 531 

Figure 9 Frequently Collaborating Users Labeled by Task Levels 532 

In this way, frequently collaborating users such as (#255, #62) and (#231, #199) could be 533 

identified, and the manner in which different user pairs are connected with task levels is also discovered. 534 

Thus, managers could deepen their understanding of the collaborative network, and make better 535 

decisions. For example, in the case of Figure 9, if a manager wants to know how high-level issues are 536 

handled, he/she should talk to users #255 and #62, whereas for medium-level tasks, #231, #199, and 537 

#277 are better candidates to provide suggestions. 538 

4.3 Association Rule Mining of Information Flows 539 

To explore associations between edges or information flows and task levels, the Apriori-based 540 

algorithm in Section 3.3 is adopted to discover hidden information flow patterns based on the 541 

parameters in Table 5. 542 

Table 5 Parameters Used for Association Rule Mining 543 

Description 𝑺𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑪𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝑳𝒎𝒊𝒏 

Associations between Information Flows 100/7250≈0.014 0.75 3 

Associations between Information Flows and Task Levels 60/7250≈0.008 0.75 3 

 544 

(1) Associations between Information Flows 545 

Table 6 shows extracted association rules with minimal support 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 100/7250 ≈ 0.014, 546 

which is obtained by dividing total number of issue records by 100, a minimal number of information 547 

flows happened between two users. Meanwhile, minimal confidence 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛, and minimal lift 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 are 548 

chosen as 0.75 and 3 respectively. As illustrated in the first row of Table 6, if a data record goes from 549 
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user #278 to #255 (noted as “278->255”), it is likely that the data record will go back from user #255 550 

to #278 with a confidence as 0.9917. The lift of this pattern is 59.9, which is much higher than 1.0, 551 

indicating that there is a strong association between “278->255” and “255->278”. In this way, it could 552 

be concluded that information is transferred forward and backward between node pairs (#255, #278), 553 

(#255, #291), (#255, #62), (#210, #264), (#210, #75), and (#231, #199) quite frequently. That is, for 554 

these frequently collaborating user pairs, we could expect that if an issue record is sent from one to 555 

another then the record will be sent back. This is consistent with the conclusion drawn above with 556 

respect to ISF. However, although ISF suggests that there is a strong relationship between users #231 557 

and #204, no clear pattern is found between them. In other words, although many data records were 558 

shared between #231 and #204, they were then transferred to different users for further processing. 559 

Moreover, collaborative pattern that describes information sharing among three users, #199, #231, and 560 

#277, is also discovered, about which ISF provides no evidence. 561 

Table 6 Frequent Collaborative Patterns 562 

No. Patterns Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift 

1 {'278->255', '255->278'} {'278->255'} {'255->278'} 0.01656 0.9917 59.90 

2 {'278->255', '255->278'} {'255->278'} {'278->255'} 0.01656 1.0000 59.90 

3 {'291->255', '255->291'} {'291->255'} {'255->291'} 0.01876 0.9577 51.04 

4 {'291->255', '255->291'} {'255->291'} {'291->255'} 0.01876 1.0000 51.04 

5 {'62->255', '255->62'} {'62->255'} {'255->62'} 0.02497 1.0000 39.39 

6 {'62->255', '255->62'} {'255->62'} {'62->255'} 0.02497 0.9837 39.39 

7 {'210->264', '264->210'} {'210->264'} {'264->210'} 0.02608 0.9895 37.35 

8 {'210->264', '264->210'} {'264->210'} {'210->264'} 0.02608 0.9844 37.35 

9 {'199->277', '199->231'} {'199->277'} {'199->231'} 0.02856 1.0000 34.35 

10 {'199->277', '199->231'} {'199->231'} {'199->277'} 0.02856 0.9810 34.35 

11 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'199->231'} {'231->199', '199->277'} 0.02621 0.9005 34.35 

12 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'231->199', '199->277'} {'199->231'} 0.02621 1.0000 34.35 

13 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'199->277'} {'231->199', '199->231'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.29 

14 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'231->199', '199->231'} {'199->277'} 0.02621 0.9794 34.29 

15 {'231->199', '199->231'} {'231->199'} {'199->231'} 0.02677 0.9949 34.17 

16 {'231->199', '199->231'} {'199->231'} {'231->199'} 0.02677 0.9194 34.17 

17 {'231->199', '199->277'} {'231->199'} {'199->277'} 0.02621 0.9744 34.12 

18 {'231->199', '199->277'} {'199->277'} {'231->199'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.12 

19 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'231->199'} {'199->231', '199->277'} 0.02621 0.9744 34.12 



 

 

20 {'231->199', '199->277', '199->231'} {'199->277', '199->231'} {'231->199'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.12 

21 {'210->75', '75->210'} {'75->210'} {'210->75'} 0.03091 1.0000 31.65 

22 {'210->75', '75->210'} {'210->75'} {'75->210'} 0.03091 0.9782 31.65 

As a result, beyond detected hubs or brokers, collaborative patterns including frequently 563 

collaborating users and associations between information-sharing paths could also be identified, 564 

enabling managers to understand the collaborative network more deeply. 565 

(2) Associations between Information Flows and Task Levels 566 

Meanwhile, if we consider the severity level of issue records as a label of edges, Table 7 is 567 

obtained based on the Apriori algorithm with minimal support 𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 60/7250 ≈ 0.008, minimal 568 

confidence 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 0.75, and minimal lift 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 as 3. According to Table 7, most of the high-level 569 

issues are related to user #255, and sent forward and backward between user #255 and #67, #312, #262, 570 

#291, #278, and #62, respectively. However, medium-level issues are processed by user pairs including 571 

(#255, #291), (#75, #212), (#199, #277), (#199, #231) and a triple (#199, #277, #231). In addition, 572 

low-level issues are handled by user pairs (#210, #264) and (#210, #75). Given that the lift of each 573 

pattern listed in Table 7 is much higher than 1.0, it is concluded that if an issue record with a specific 574 

level is sent from a user to another of the mentioned user pair, it is most likely that the issue record 575 

will be sent back with processing results. 576 

Interestingly, according to Table 7, both high- and medium-level issues are frequently sent 577 

forward and backward between users #255 and #291, however, it can only be seen in Figure 9 that 578 

there is a strong association between high-level issues and user pair (#255, #291). This is because the 579 

Apriori algorithm provides more details about the associations between frequently collaborating users 580 

and task levels than LISF. Moreover, although the support of pattern No. 1 is lower than that of pattern 581 

No. 11, its lift is higher, indicating that the association between medium-level issues and user pair 582 

(#255, #291) is stronger than the association between high-level issues and user pair (#255, #291). 583 

By identifying associations between task levels and frequently collaborating users, it is possible 584 

for managers to understand how well an engineer’s experience or knowledge matches the severity 585 

levels of on-site tasks. Thus, managers could optimize the collaborative network and assign people to 586 

the positions where they are most needed. 587 
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Table 7 Frequent Collaborative Patterns Labeled by Task Level 589 

No. Patterns Antecedent Consequent Support Confidence Lift 

1 {'291->255:M', '255->291:M'} {'291->255:M'} {'255->291:M'} 0.00855 0.9841 115.05 

2 {'291->255:M', '255->291:M'} {'255->291:M'} {'291->255:M'} 0.00855 1.0000 115.05 

3 {'255->67:H', '67->255:H'} {'67->255:H'} {'255->67:H'} 0.00855 1.0000 113.25 

4 {'255->67:H', '67->255:H'} {'255->67:H'} {'67->255:H'} 0.00855 0.9688 113.25 

5 {'75->212:M', '212->75:M'} {'75->212:M'} {'212->75:M'} 0.00869 0.9692 111.51 

6 {'75->212:M', '212->75:M'} {'212->75:M'} {'75->212:M'} 0.00869 1.0000 111.51 

7 {'255->312:H', '312->255:H'} {'312->255:H'} {'255->312:H'} 0.00911 0.9851 106.56 

8 {'255->312:H', '312->255:H'} {'255->312:H'} {'312->255:H'} 0.00911 0.9851 106.56 

9 {'262->255:H', '255->262:H'} {'262->255:H'} {'255->262:H'} 0.00924 0.9853 103.50 

10 {'262->255:H', '255->262:H'} {'255->262:H'} {'262->255:H'} 0.00924 0.9710 103.50 

11 {'291->255:H', '255->291:H'} {'291->255:H'} {'255->291:H'} 0.01021 0.9367 91.75 

12 {'291->255:H', '255->291:H'} {'255->291:H'} {'291->255:H'} 0.01021 1.0000 91.75 

13 {'278->255:H', '255->278:H'} {'255->278:H'} {'278->255:H'} 0.01159 1.0000 85.27 

14 {'278->255:H', '255->278:H'} {'278->255:H'} {'255->278:H'} 0.01159 0.9882 85.27 

15 {'62->255:H', '255->62:H'} {'255->62:H'} {'62->255:H'} 0.01973 0.9795 49.64 

16 {'62->255:H', '255->62:H'} {'62->255:H'} {'255->62:H'} 0.01973 1.0000 49.64 

17 {'210->264:L', '264->210:L'} {'264->210:L'} {'210->264:L'} 0.02414 0.9887 40.72 

18 {'210->264:L', '264->210:L'} {'210->264:L'} {'264->210:L'} 0.02414 0.9943 40.72 

19 {'210->75:L', '75->210:L'} {'210->75:L'} {'75->210:L'} 0.02815 0.9808 34.85 

20 {'210->75:L', '75->210:L'} {'75->210:L'} {'210->75:L'} 0.02815 1.0000 34.85 

21 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M'} {'199->231:M'} {'199->277:M'} 0.02856 0.9810 34.35 

22 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M'} {'199->277:M'} {'199->231:M'} 0.02856 1.0000 34.35 

23 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->231:M'} {'199->277:M', '231->199:M'} 0.02621 0.9005 34.35 

24 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->277:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->231:M'} 0.02621 1.0000 34.35 

25 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->277:M'} {'231->199:M', '199->231:M'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.29 

26 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'231->199:M', '199->231:M'} {'199->277:M'} 0.02621 0.9794 34.29 

27 {'231->199:M', '199->231:M'} {'231->199:M'} {'199->231:M'} 0.02677 0.9949 34.17 

28 {'231->199:M', '199->231:M'} {'199->231:M'} {'231->199:M'} 0.02677 0.9194 34.17 

29 {'199->277:M', '231->199:M'} {'231->199:M'} {'199->277:M'} 0.02621 0.9744 34.12 

30 {'199->277:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->277:M'} {'231->199:M'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.12 

31 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'231->199:M'} {'199->277:M', '199->231:M'} 0.02621 0.9744 34.12 



 

 

32 {'199->277:M', '199->231:M', '231->199:M'} {'199->277:M', '199->231:M'} {'231->199:M'} 0.02621 0.9179 34.12 
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5. Discussion 591 

In this research, an approach to twinning and mining collaborative networks was proposed and 592 

validated in a construction project. Because of limited time, only functions related to on-site inspection 593 

of existing systems were updated, and then the collaborative network was established and analyzed to 594 

discover hidden knowledge about collaboration. However, the proposed framework could be adopted 595 

to collect collaboration data and identify collaborative patterns when processing other construction 596 

tasks and even tasks from other fields. For this purpose, relevant systems should be updated to 597 

automatically capture data of information sharing, including creators, time, senders, receivers, and 598 

forward records, and no extra data are needed. Then, following the data preprocessing and SNA 599 

methods introduced in this work, hidden collaborative patterns that are valuable for decision-making 600 

purposes could be extracted. Moreover, although Gephi was used for graph visualization and 601 

calculation of centrality measures in this research, it is possible to perform the same work with Python-602 

based packages such as NetworkX[39]. Hence, all the data preprocessing and mining procedures could 603 

be embedded as a Python-based web service[7], thereby achieving a fully automated data-driven 604 

decision-making process. 605 

Centrality measures are commonly used to identify key players in a social network. In this 606 

research, DC is used to detect users who handle the most issues. In other words, the workload of these 607 

users is much higher than the others. Proper strategies that balance the workload between different 608 

users would improve the overall collaboration performance. Important users detected by CC are 609 

usually leaders or managers, who can easily spread information to different stakeholders. In this 610 

research, it was found that there are several users with similar closeness to others, which means that 611 

the network is robust in efficient information sharing, because it is easy to find a new user for 612 

information distribution if one is not able to transfer the required data in time. Brokers identified by 613 

betweenness are important in bridging different groups, and a network with fewer brokers is vulnerable 614 

with respect to information distribution and collaboration. This is because a small group of the network 615 

would lose their connections to others if the brokers are out of service. Occasionally, a certain user 616 

may be highlighted by multiple centrality measures, such as users #255, #62, and #65 in this research. 617 

If this is the case, more attention should be paid to them, because problems that hinder their 618 

functionality will cause significant problems to the overall network. 619 

According to the defined ISF and LISF, and association rule mining utilized in this research, it 620 

was found that users tend to form small groups with two or three people for certain types or levels of 621 

issues. The information of an on-site issue is usually sent forward and backward between users of the 622 



 

 

small group, and it is also shown that there is a strong connection between frequently collaborating 623 

users and task levels. In this way, users are concentrated on certain levels of issues and collaborating 624 

with partners they are familiar with, thus achieving more efficient collaboration. Moreover, ISF and 625 

LISF could identify most of the frequently collaborating users and their connections with task levels, 626 

whereas association rule mining goes deeper in finding associations between information flows and 627 

task levels than ISF and LISF. Given that ISF and LISF are much easier and easy to implement, they 628 

are recommended for fast decision-making processes. 629 

Owing to a lack of detailed information of the collaborative network, previous work related to 630 

SNA in the construction field mainly focused on the overall features of a network, and the identification 631 

of key players. This research attempts to take a step forward in discovering hidden knowledge from 632 

the connections between different stakeholders, and extracting associations between information flows 633 

and task levels. With the method proposed in this work, a much deeper understanding of collaborative 634 

networks could be achieved, thereby leading to a better decision-making process. 635 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 636 

In this research, an approach to twinning and mining collaborative networks is proposed and 637 

validated with collected collaborative data related to on-site inspection of a construction project. To 638 

fill the gap that most of collaborative networks are created manually, a strategy to update existing 639 

information systems and inject components for automatic data collection and network creation is 640 

introduced. Therefore, SNA and the Apriori algorithm are used to explore an established collaborative 641 

network in three aspects: 1) detection of hubs and brokers, which discovers users handling most of the 642 

on-site issues, with high capacity of information distribution or bridging different groups; 2) 643 

identifying frequently collaborating users and their relations to task levels; 3) unveiling associations 644 

between information flows and task levels. The benefits of the proposed approach are to equip 645 

managers with methods for evaluating the performance of collaboration, detection of key players, and 646 

understanding how people collaboratively complete construction tasks. 647 

The contributions of this work to the body of knowledge are twofold: 1) metrics including ISF 648 

and LISF are defined and the Apriori algorithm is proposed for identification of collaborative patterns, 649 

i.e., frequently collaborating users and information flow patterns; 2) an integrated framework for 650 

automatic twinning and mining of fine-grained collaborative networks is established. Comparing to 651 

previous works, this research introduces methods and tools to look at collaboration in a much deeper 652 

way. Beyond detection of key players and network-level assessment of collaboration, strength of 653 

connections and association rules between information flows are investigated, making it possible to 654 



 

 

identify frequently collaborating users and unveil information flow patterns. In this way, insights on 655 

how people are collaborating with each other and how information is flowing from one another could 656 

be obtained, and managers can make wise decisions to make the collaboration and communication 657 

process more fluent and efficient. 658 

Meanwhile, this work also contributes to the practice by:1) revealing that people tend to form 659 

small groups (pairs or threesomes in this research) to handle certain types or levels of tasks more 660 

efficiently; 2) providing a few easy-to-use metrics to discover collaborative patterns for decision-661 

making purposes. In other words, instead of large, complex connected groups, construction managers 662 

should setup small groups with two or three works to handle on-issues in a more efficient way. And 663 

they could find frequently collaborating users easily with ISF or LISF to check if large or complex 664 

connected groups exists. 665 

However, mining collaborative network in the construction domain is still in its infancy, and many 666 

investigations are needed. For example, relationships between topics of on-site issues[7] and 667 

frequently collaborating users, and the influence of modularity of the collaborative network on the 668 

performance of information flow, are two interesting topics worth exploring. Comparison of the 669 

proposed approach in this work with new methods introduced in the future is also value and important. 670 

Furthermore, integration with semantic analysis and reasoning[40,41], etc., are also encouraged to 671 

discover connections between spaces, objects, workers, tasks, and events for data-driven decision-672 

making. 673 
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